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‘I did the TENS course and it completely blew my mind! 
I completely changed the way that I thought about and
taught maths.’                                             Kate Larner

Bronze Silver Gold
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That made so much sense to me and I question why we haven't ever been
taught this, even as teachers. The structure of a number! I can see how young
children will be able to have a clear visual when talking about a number, as in
my experience children have no idea what 23 looks like in terms of quantity,
they just refer to it as a big number as they can't visualise. 

Laura Neale
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Feeling so positive about maths in my classroom thanks to you Karen!! 
Our new head observed a maths lesson in my reception class yesterday and he
couldn’t believe the links children were making:

‘I know it’s 6 because I know one more than 5 is 6’ 
‘Yes but also one more would make it 7’ 
‘I can see these 5 counters look like a firework and in that firework is a triangle
shape because it’s got 3 corners’ 
‘It’s 6 because there are 3 equal groups of 2.’ 

Our Key Stage 1 staff are just starting the journey now and it’s so exciting 
 Emily Parker

I remembered doing face to face training with Karen a few years previously and
thought I would give it a go. Well what a game charger decision that was! 
I did the TENS course and it completely blew my mind 🤯🤣. I completely
changed the way that I thought about and taught maths. 
The Year 1 teacher began to comment on how the cohort I had sent up were
amazing at maths, which made me want to learn more.

Kate Larner

Hear just some of our success stories
From those who’ve undertaken this incredible journey with us



Training Outcome:

Our Bronze Team IMPACT aims  to give all participating practitioners, whether they work in schools, PVI
settings and child minders, the necessary Mathematical subject knowledge and pedagogical skill (how
children learn) to effectively teach 'Essential Number Sense' and begin to explore effective practice in all
other areas of teaching Maths: consequently improving the life chances of every child they teach.

What's included?

The transformative TENS ('Teaching Essential Number Sense') course 
12 months unlimited access for every member to the 100% game-changing 4-module online 'Teaching
Essential Number Sense' course (For full details please visit https://www.eymaths.co.uk/tens)
A personal online library for every participant easily accessed through the EYMaths website
Professional certification for every member who successfully completes this course
Module assessments for quality assurance

Bonus Training

FREE access to our three LIVE termly challenges offering a unique opportunity to work directly with
Karen and a wide range of practitioners representing all roles in the Early Years and from all over the
World. These short challenges attract both those who are new to Karen's work as well as those who
are more experienced and willing to share their practice.  A totally unique and joyful experience in
every way.
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Option 1: Bronze Team IMPACT
Training Offer

Bronze
Team

IMPACTSave up to 80% on 

the cost o
f purchasing 

this tr
aining as an individual

PLUS 7 Transformative Webinars

Teaching Number Sense Mastery Through Self-Registration
Teaching Time In the Early Years 3-5- Calendars, Visual Timetables and
more!
Introducing 5 and 10 Frames to Teach Part/Whole and Early Addition and
Subtraction
Teaching Shape in the Early Years: 'We Need to Talk About the 2D Shape
Drawer!' (2 webinars)
The Power and Potential of Documentation: How can we help others
understand how we teach Maths in the Early Years?
Teaching Maths Through Stories: 'The Doorbell Rang' (Early division focus)

Cost: From £49 to £119 per person (and compared with £399 pp when purchased as an
individual and dependent upon numbers invested in)

https://www.eymaths.co.uk/tens-23


My biggest wow bomb was the importance of noticing. And just how much we need to
nurture this skill. And slow down. Other wow bombs were that the digit is not the
number just as the word apple is not the apple. And the shape webinar also blew my mind.
But the wow bombs came so thick and fast it’s hard to remember. It struck me that this
wasn’t just important for EYFS maths but that all the maths id ever taught and all the
children I’d taught who’d struggled was because of the way we had taught maths. 

E Morgan, EYFS Teacher, UK
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I suddenly not only "got" why subitising is in the curriculum, but was wondering why it
isn't front and centre. I swapped 'how many' for 'what do you see?' and after constant
modelling, the things the children did see were amazing. And their reasoning to justify
their responses was too. I started using ten frames correctly - no counting please!
After that I was hooked. I committed to Impact and haven't looked back.

S Eldred, Fremantle, Western Australia

My manager invested in Team Impact trainings; self-registration, calendar, five and ten
frames are part of our daily routine; we changed the way we ask questions; everyone
says what do you see/notice, hardly ever how many; last year cohort showed confidence
in understanding number sense; children with EAL and SEND were surprising us every
day with their understanding and the way they were able to explain what they
understood; as a team we joined all the challenges last year (my whole team joined Super
Subitising this year); we had a coffee morning with parents where we were talking
about subitising, parents are involved in their children’s learning, they support children
during self-registration, 3 parents joined Super Subitising challenge this year. My
confidence has grown because of my better subject knowledge (the collection of books on
Karen’s shelf in my house also has grown😉) 

Zofia Rutkiewicz, Early Years Teacher, London

More of our success stories
From those who’ve undertaken this incredible journey with us



How does Silver Team IMPACT differ to Bronze Team IMPACT?

IMPACT Membership: Silver Team IMPACT gives the lead practitioners (1 per participating school or
setting) the opportunity to join our exclusive 'IMPACT' membership. This offers access to our weekly
Q&A sessions, monthly training sessions (both with Karen) and direct access to Karen and the support,
understanding and encouragement of a group of like-minded members from every part of the world
and every role in education. 

All participating practitioners, whether you and your team work in schools, PVI settings and child
minders, will receive the necessary Mathematical subject knowledge and pedagogical skill (how
children learn) to effectively teach not only 'Essential Number Sense' but ALL areas of Mathematics:
consequently improving the life chances of every child they teach.

What's included?

The transformative TENS ('Teaching Essential Number Sense') course 

12 months unlimited access for every member to the 100% game-changing 4-module online
'Teaching Essential Number Sense' course (For full details please visit
https://www.eymaths.co.uk/tens)
A personal online library for every participant easily accessed through the EYMaths website
Professional certification for every member who successfully completes this course
Module assessments for quality assurance

Bonus Courses

Teaching Maths Through Stories (2 course featuring 6 texts)
Essential Foundations Course: How to Create Outstanding Mathematical Provision for Every Child
in the Early Years 3-5'
Teaching Maths Outdoors ' The Obstacle Race'
FREE access to our three LIVE termly challenges (all optional participation). An opportunity to
work directly with Karen and a wide range of practitioners representing all roles in the Early Years
and from all over the World. These short challenges attract both those new to Karen's work and
EYMaths as well as those who are more experienced and willing to share their practice. A totally
unique and joyful experience in every way
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Option 2: Silver Team IMPACT
Training Offer

https://www.eymaths.co.uk/tens-23


PLUS and Extended Library of Transformative Webinars Including
Teaching Number Sense Mastery Through Self-Registration
Teaching Time In the Early Years 3-5- Calendars, Visual Timetables and more!
Introducing 5 and 10 Frames to Teach Part/Whole and Early Addition and Subtraction
Teaching Shape in the Early Years: 'We Need to Talk About the 2D Shape Drawer!' (2 webinars)
The Power and Potential of Documentation: How can we help others understand how we teach
Maths in the Early Years?
Teaching Maths Through Stories: 'The Doorbell Rang' (Early division focus)
Transforming your long, medium and short-term planning 
Teaching Money in the Early Years
Teaching Pattern
Teaching Spatial Reasoning
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Silver
Team

IMPACTSilver Team IMPACT
Training Offer Cont.

Save up to 80% on 

the cost o
f purchasing 

this tr
aining as an individual

Our team are now walking talking Karen people, asking children what they see
and notice and subitising everything and anything!
And saving the best until last (of this chapter of my story) is the complete and
incredible change in our children’s understanding of maths. Last year they made
so much more progress in their maths understanding and I know that it was
supported by my new and improved understanding of what I now know.

S Gough, Early Years Practitioner, Essex

Cost: From £69 to £159 per person (compared with £499 pp when purchased as an 
individual and numbers invested in)



 I love having all the training at my fingertips and being part of such a
fabulous, supportive community. Karen is an amazing trainer who not only
provides fantastic maths training, but nurtures us so holistically and
encourages us to be better versions of ourselves. I am loving my EYMaths
journey and am excited for what is yet to come.

K Richardson, EYFS Teacher, Hampshire

How does Gold Team IMPACT Silver differ to Silver Team IMPACT?

IMPACT Membership:  Gold Team IMPACT not only offers the lead practitioners (1 per participating
school or setting) the opportunity to join our exclusive 'IMPACT' membership (giving access to our
weekly Q&A sessions, monthly training sessions, direct access to Karen and the support, understanding and
encouragement of a group of like-minded members from all parts of the world and every role in education 
BUT also includes two bespoke LIVE training sessions with Karen (instantly saving you £500 on the
cost of purchasing these as individual sessions).
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Option 3: Gold Team IMPACT
Training Offer:

Bespoke LIVE training with Karen 

These live sessions are run on Zoom at a time that best suits you and
your team and are there to:

Share expert advice and model any aspects of the course you
wish to dig more deeply in to
Offer an opportunity for Q&A 
Support you as the leader and keep your team motivated and on
track to successfully graduate from the accredited 'Teaching
Essential Number Sense' course

As with Silver Team IMPACT, participating practitioners, whether you
and your team work in schools, PVI settings and child minders, will
receive the necessary Mathematical subject knowledge and
pedagogical skill (how children learn) to effectively teach not only
'Essential Number Sense' but ALL areas of Mathematics: consequently
improving the life chances of every child they teach.
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What's included?

The Transformative TENS (Teaching Essential Number Sense) course 
12 months unlimited access for every member to the 100% game-changing 4 module online 'Teaching
Essential Number Sense' course (For full details please visit https://www.eymaths.co.uk/tens)
A personal library for every participant easily accessed through the EYMaths website
Professional certification for every member who successfully completes this course
Module assessments for quality assurance

Bonus Courses:
Teaching Maths Through Stories (2 course featuring 6 texts)
Essential Foundations Course: How to Create Outstanding Mathematical Provision for Every Child in the
Early Years 3-5'
Teaching Maths Outdoors ' The Obstacle Race'
FREE access to our three LIVE termly challenges (all optional participation). An opportunity to work
directly with Karen and a wide range of practitioners representing all roles in the Early Years and from all
over the World. These short challenges attract both those new to Karen's work and EYMaths as well as
those who are more experienced and willing to share their practice. A totally unique and joyful
experience in every way. 

Gold Team IMPACT
Training Offer cont.

Gold
Team

IMPACTSave over 80% on 
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PLUS and Extended Library of Transformative Webinars Including
Teaching Number Sense Mastery Through Self-Registration
Teaching Time In the Early Years 3-5- Calendars, Visual Timetables and more!
Introducing 5 and 10 Frames to Teach Part/Whole and Early Addition and Subtraction
Teaching Shape in the Early Years: 'We Need to Talk About the 2D Shape Drawer!' (2 webinars)
The Power and Potential of Documentation: How can we help others understand how we teach Maths in
the Early Years?
Teaching Maths Through Stories: 'The Doorbell Rang' (Early division focus)
Transforming your long, medium and short-term planning 
Teaching Money in the Early Years
Teaching Pattern
Teaching Spatial Reasoning

Cost: From £89 to £259 per person (compared with £599 pp when purchased as an
individual and numbers invested in)

https://www.eymaths.co.uk/tens-23
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 Team IMPACT Training
Quick Overview 
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